Usually reserved for some thrills around the campfire,
ghost stories have found their way into the everyday
culture and history of Los Angeles and its famous
landscape. Perhaps it has something to do with
Hollywood's taste for a spooky tale, but this town is
riddled with some pretty interesting stories of ghostly
apparitions lurking around world-renowned locations
and landmarks. From the lingering spirits at the
Hollywood Bowl to the murder of mobsters in Beverly
Hills to a tragic suicide at the Hollywood Sign.

Oct. 18, 2019
9:00am depart

On today’s tour Curt Tucker will lead you on a path where
shadows walk the streets and phantoms and spirits come
to life as we visit the scariest...the creepiest…and the
most haunted sights in Los Angeles. You will experience
for yourself some of the notorious hot spots for the
paranormal, fueled by the energy of the spirits which
haunt them. We’ll explore sights in Downtown,
Hollywood, Mid-Wilshire, and Boyle Heights.

5:00pm return

We will visit two Cemeteries with ominous vibrations
both riddled with stories of hauntings and apparitions,
we will get out at the Haunted Gaylord Apartments, the
1924 classic and haunted relic on Wilshire Boulevard and
we will dine with an included lunch at the deliciously
haunted HMS Bounty.

pork chop or fish

After lunch we will drive to the Country Club Park
Historic District, one of early Los Angeles’ most
prestigious neighborhoods and now home to several
haunted mansions. We will head downtown and listen
for the footsteps and voices heard in Pico House and try
to figure out who is haunting the old suite at the Cecil
Hotel. It wouldn’t be a haunted tour without hearing the
story of the bomb that leveled the L.A. Times building
killing 21 people, and pondering what is perhaps the
city's oldest cold case: the infamous 1947 murder of
Elizabeth Short, "The Black Dahlia”

$90
Lunch choices;
salmon, steak,
& chips
All visits subject to
change and return
times may vary.
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